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Descriptive Inventory 
 
SC 1263 LINDSEY, Zanga Anne, b. 1968? 
 
1 folder.  1 item.  1993.  Photocopy. 
 
1993.124.1 
 
 
BIBLIOGRAPHIC RECORD 
 
SC LINDSEY, Zanga Anne,              1993 
1263  b. 1968? 
 
  Paper, “Remembering the Rift,” by Zanga 
Anne Lindsey, Edmonson County, Kentucky, written  
for a WKU history class.  Lindsey focuses on the views  
of her mother, Zanga Vincent Lindsey, concerning  
the Vietnam War and society during that troubled  
period.   
1 folder.  1 item.  Photocopy. 
  1993.124.1 
 
 
SUBJECT ANALYTICS 
 
Kennedy, John Fitzgerald, 1917-1963 – Assassination  
Lindsey, Zanga (Vincent), b. 1946 – Relating  to 
Parent and teenager, 1960s 
Peace movement – Attitudes toward, 1960s 
Vietnam War, 1961-1975 – Comments about 
Youth – Edmonson County, 1960s 
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